HELPING YOUR FAMILY ADJUST
You are not the only one who is leaving the military; your family is leaving it as well. Their rou-
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Talk with each family member about the change ahead and reassure them that they will adjust
Talk with each family member about the change ahead and reassure them that they will adjust to their new lives
to their new lives even though it is going to be different for everyone. Remind them of what will
even though it is going to be different for everyone. Remind them of what will stay the same: you and your spouse
stay the same: you and your spouse and your family members will still be together. Emphasize
and your family members will still be together. Emphasize the ways that you will make an effort to keep the friends
the ways that you will make an effort to keep the friends or extended family members that
or extended family members that you may be leaving behind close to you, whether through regular visits, phone
you may be leaving behind close to you, whether through regular visits, phone calls, and
calls, and celebrating holidays or taking vacations together.
celebrating holidays or taking vacations together.

 In the space below, list the adjustments your family members have to make. Write down
what help you or trained professional service providers might offer.
Spouse
Job-related: __________________________________________________________________
Housing-related: ______________________________________________________________
Community-related: ___________________________________________________________
Friend-related: ________________________________________________________________
Other: ______________________________________________________________________
Available help: ________________________________________________________________
Children:
School-related: _______________________________________________________________
Housing-related: ______________________________________________________________
Community-related: ___________________________________________________________
Friend-related: ________________________________________________________________
Other: ______________________________________________________________________
Available help: ________________________________________________________________
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